For immediate release

Vibrant electronic theatrical party at RWG

DJs, musicians, dancers and acrobats to feature at the Chivas
Collab ETM to be held at Cloud 9

Genting Highlands, 1 December 2017 – It's party time at Resorts World
Genting and for an evening of elegance and great entertainment, you won't go
wrong with an event by Chivas Collab Parties.
The first ever experiential extravaganza ETM or Electronic Theatrical Music by
Chivas Collab will be held at Resorts World Genting's Cloud 9 on 8 December
2017, doors open 11pm, featuring the dynamic team comprising music directorcomposer Cuurley, DJ and host Joey G, and DJ Nikki. Also in the mix are the
impressive aerialist-acrobat Jane Victor Solberg, vocal powerhouse Joy Victor,
and electric guitarist Kelvyn Yeang.
An event by Pernod Ricard Malaysia, the ETM is a collaboration between
composers, music producers, DJs, choreographers, and musicians. Move with the
hip and happening crowd as you watch each performer weave their magic during
the evening. Expect to be awed by the showcase of electronic thrills and theatre;
a display that combines sound, light and visual effects.
Guests can look forward to 90 minutes of pulsating electronic music, dance and
acrobatics. And amidst all the fantastic spectacle, there's the elegance brought
by the classy beverages of Chivas Regal like the Chivas Regal Blended Scotch
Whisky (12 Years Old), the amber-hued liquor that is the undisputed king of
classy cocktails.
Another highlight of the evening is the search for the Toast-A-Thon or Digitised
Whisky Lab winner. Guests can mingle with brand ambassadors and participate in
the Digitised Whisky Lab Engagement. All they need to do is stack their phone
face up and scan the bottle that is presented. What's in store for the winner? No
less than a Cocktail Collins. A delicious balance of citrus and honey with
signature fruit notes, the Chivas Collins is widely recognised as the ideal classic
whisky cocktail.

Guests will also witness the unveiling of Chivas Night Edition 1.5L served with a
bottle glorifier. This one-of-a-kind Limited Edition collection will be lit up with
glow-in-the-dark UV light to showcase the intricate bottle design.
For visitors to Resorts World Genting, Cloud 9 at the Lower Lobby Floor of
Genting Grand is the place for an evening of relaxation and merry-making with
family and friends. And beverages are often offered at special prices.
It opens from 5pm to 3am every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday,
and from 5pm to 5am on Monday, Friday, Saturday, and every public holiday eve.
For more details, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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